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Amazon Publishing, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 208 x 137 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In the final days of World War II, an Irish soldier discovers a cache of
artifacts in an Austrian cave that threatens to expose long-buried secrets that threaten the very
foundations of the Catholic Church secrets that prove the Druids of Ireland did not die out; they
were systematically exterminated in cold blood. However, the truth stays buried within the walls of
the soldier s home for another fifty years before it is brought to light by his son, a modern-day
proponent of the Druids enlightened, pacifist culture. Armed with the evidence and the conviction to
expose the Church s conspiracy, the soldier s son, a Supreme Court justice, forms an unlikely
alliance with a healer, a linguist, and a Boston attorney to bring the Vatican to trial. As the action
races from the corridors of the White House and the United States Supreme Court to Dublin s halls
of academia and the secretive back passages in Rome, the Church will stop at nothing to silence the
voices of the past.
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This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD

It in a of the best publication. It is among the most remarkable publication i have read through. Your lifestyle period will be change once you complete
reading this article publication.
-- Cr ysta l Rolfson-- Cr ysta l Rolfson
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